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Project Summary

As a person who has worked in education and identifies as queer, I have noticed

that educators, the most eager LGBTQ+ allies included, are often unaware of the ways

language is (or is not) used by the LGBTQ+ population. This noticing inspired me to

create a resource which could help educators deepen their understanding of how to use

affirming, inclusive language, and the importance of disrupting harmful language. The

website Gay-OK.org is the end product stemming from the research question: How does

understanding language enable educators to move from being LGBTQ+ allies in

intention to allies in action? The purpose of the website is to present information and

resources aimed at encouraging critical thinking surrounding language use, and to

increase educators’ awareness of dominant, heteronormative discourses which exclude

the LGBTQ+ population as well as language that affirms and includes this population of

learners.

A website was created as the final product because websites allow a wide

audience to access the content from any location. The top priority for the website design

is to ensure compliance with current Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) so

that the material is accessible to people who use assistive technology to interpret or relay

information. This consideration affected the Content Management System (CMS) that

was chosen, and other decisions such as color contrast, and the primarily text-based

format of the current iteration of Gay-OK.org. As my technological skills develop over

time, visual components that are coded in accordance with WCAG will be implemented.

The website’s intended audience is educators based in the United States (including states

with No Promo Homo policies in place), but as it is an open resource on the internet, it



could in theory be visited by anyone from anywhere. Much of the information shared on

Gay-OK.org is relevant to LGBTQ+ inclusion in non-educational settings as well, and

may be of interest to anyone seeking information on language as it relates to LGBTQ+

culture and identities.

Project Description

The name ‘Gay-OK’ is a play on the phrase ‘A-OK’ which means ‘All OK’. This

is the sentiment behind Gay-OK.org which supports everyone under the LGBTQ+

umbrella. The term ‘gay’ is often used as an intended insult, especially in school settings.

Therefore, the name Gay-OK is also meant to counter that message with a positive

association of the word. The logo was designed to be memorable, and because rainbows

are an iconic image in the LGBTQ+ community, a rainbow is the main element. The

pencil points on the ends are meant to represent education, and they are in the colors of

the trans (short for transgender) flag, which is blue and pink. This is intended as a visual

cue that Gay-OK is inclusive and supportive of trans identities.



Major Topics

In order for educators to successfully show up as allies in action, it is crucial to

understand the ways language is intertwined with inclusion. Language can create feelings

of belonging and validation, and it can cause harm. Language is a tool used by those in

power to dictate social do’s and don’ts, and to define their views of what is ‘normal’ and

‘natural’. It is through language that dominant discourses have been established

surrounding gender and sexuality, and oftentimes those narratives are so harshly enforced

that they become largely accepted as fundamental ‘truths’. Educators who wish to be

allies in action will need to use language that is affirming to the LGBTQ+ population,

and be willing to disrupt harmful dialogues. This requires a familiarity with the nuances

of language as it relates to non-conforming identities and experiences, and it also requires

a critical lens through which to analyze all language for the ways it upholds

heteronormativity and creates exclusive environments.

LGBTQ+ Vocabulary

One major focus of the website is to bring awareness to language as it relates to

the LGBTQ+ community. I originally planned to create my own glossary of terms,

however, there are already many valuable resources available from different

organizations. Some of the most comprehensive glossaries I have discovered are linked in

this section and offer educators an abundance of insight into LGBTQ+ - specific

language (including language that is affirming and language that is offensive).





The Semantics of ‘Inclusion’

‘Diversity’ and ‘Inclusion’ are common buzzwords in the world of education, but

what do they really mean? This section encourages educators to take a critical look at the

concept of inclusion and consider how it is possible to include ‘others’ into a

heteronormative system that is designed to exclude them.



Let’s Talk About Heteronormativity

We live in a heteronormative society which positions certain identities as correct

and ‘others’ as deviant and unnatural. Heteronormativity is deeply embedded into our

social fabric, and dominant narratives surrounding gender and sexuality. Understanding

how heteronormativity is upheld in schools each day, and being willing to disrupt

heteronormative discourses are fundamental components of acting as an ally to the

LGBTQ+ population and creating inclusive classrooms.





Dominant Narratives Surrounding Gender

This portion of the website focuses on biological essentialism and its roots in the

corrupt ‘science’ of Eugenics. Concepts surrounding biology have been used to

historically - and currently - oppress non-conforming individuals and negate their validity

and / or existence. Educators who wish to be inclusive of the LGBTQ+ population must



recognize the harmfulness of these dialogues and be willing to challenge rigid notions of

gender (identity, expression, roles, stereotypes, etc.), and refrain from making

assumptions about other people’s identities.



Critical Theories

Some of the most influential research I conducted during the literature review

revolves around the use of critical theories (such as critical discourse analysis, post

structuralism, feminist post structuralism, and queer theory) in analyzing language for the

ways it upholds systems of power and establishes social domination and control. Through



studying the works of critical theorists such as Judith Butler, Paulo Friere, and Michel

Foucault (just to name a few), I learned that efforts towards LGBTQ+ inclusion will

never be successful without recognizing, challenging, and dismantling the systems and

dialogues that have created exclusion. I believe that using critical theories when assessing

language use (personal, school policies, etc.) is a potential key to helping educators move

from being allies in intention to allies in action.



Visit Gay-OK.org

Click the following link to visit the website: https://gay-ok.org

https://gay-ok.org


Resources Linked on Gay-OK.org

https://thesafezoneproject.com/resources/vocabulary/

https://itgetsbetter.org/blog/lesson/glossary/

https://www.stonewall.org.uk/help-advice/faqs-and-glossary/list-lgbtq-terms

https://pflag.org/glossary

https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq

-students/lgbtq-terms-definitions-the-acronym-and-beyond

https://homosaurus.org/v3

https://pages.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/ed270/Luke/SAHA6.html

https://guides.library.illinois.edu/queertheory/background

https://www.brown.edu/campus-life/support/lgbtq/graduate-student-resources/queer-theor

y-reading-list

https://www.e-ir.info/2018/02/13/introducing-poststructuralism-in-international-relations-

theory/

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/9781118611463.wbielsi020

https://www.glsen.org/activity/pronouns-guide-glsen

https://www.glsen.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/NSCS19-FullReport-032421-Web_0.pd

f

https://www.glsen.org/

https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/leveraging-open-educational-resou

rces-queer-students/

https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/oerresources/2021/06/14/lgbtq-open-resources/

https://www.thetrevorproject.org/

https://thesafezoneproject.com/resources/vocabulary/
https://itgetsbetter.org/blog/lesson/glossary/
https://www.stonewall.org.uk/help-advice/faqs-and-glossary/list-lgbtq-terms
https://pflag.org/glossary
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq-students/lgbtq-terms-definitions-the-acronym-and-beyond
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq-students/lgbtq-terms-definitions-the-acronym-and-beyond
https://homosaurus.org/v3
https://pages.gseis.ucla.edu/faculty/kellner/ed270/Luke/SAHA6.html
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/queertheory/background
https://www.brown.edu/campus-life/support/lgbtq/graduate-student-resources/queer-theory-reading-list
https://www.brown.edu/campus-life/support/lgbtq/graduate-student-resources/queer-theory-reading-list
https://www.e-ir.info/2018/02/13/introducing-poststructuralism-in-international-relations-theory/
https://www.e-ir.info/2018/02/13/introducing-poststructuralism-in-international-relations-theory/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/9781118611463.wbielsi020
https://www.glsen.org/activity/pronouns-guide-glsen
https://www.glsen.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/NSCS19-FullReport-032421-Web_0.pdf
https://www.glsen.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/NSCS19-FullReport-032421-Web_0.pdf
https://www.glsen.org/
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/leveraging-open-educational-resources-queer-students/
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/reports/leveraging-open-educational-resources-queer-students/
https://openlab.citytech.cuny.edu/oerresources/2021/06/14/lgbtq-open-resources/
https://www.thetrevorproject.org/


https://www.hrc.org/resources

https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq

-students?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ymCQg3Mm9mJSJdNPDib-qGSnZ

WYga1nN8n21f7K-rRj0fMyxP4NrSIaAg4AEALw_wcB

https://knowlesteachers.org/kaleidoscope/difficult-conversations-in-support-of-lgbtq-stud

ents

https://www.ypapride.org/

https://www.nea.org/resource-library/nea-lgbtq-resources

https://www.hrc.org/resources
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq-students?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ymCQg3Mm9mJSJdNPDib-qGSnZWYga1nN8n21f7K-rRj0fMyxP4NrSIaAg4AEALw_wcB
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq-students?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ymCQg3Mm9mJSJdNPDib-qGSnZWYga1nN8n21f7K-rRj0fMyxP4NrSIaAg4AEALw_wcB
https://www.learningforjustice.org/magazine/publications/best-practices-for-serving-lgbtq-students?gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qGNBhD3ARIsAO_o7ymCQg3Mm9mJSJdNPDib-qGSnZWYga1nN8n21f7K-rRj0fMyxP4NrSIaAg4AEALw_wcB
https://knowlesteachers.org/kaleidoscope/difficult-conversations-in-support-of-lgbtq-students
https://knowlesteachers.org/kaleidoscope/difficult-conversations-in-support-of-lgbtq-students
https://www.ypapride.org/
https://www.nea.org/resource-library/nea-lgbtq-resources
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